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ABSTRACT

The authors prove that the standard least action principle implies a more general 
form of the same principle by which they can state generalized motion equation 
including the classical Euler equation as a particular case. This form is based on an 
observation regarding the last action principle about the limit case in the classical 
approach using symmetry violations. Furthermore, the well-known first integrals of 
the classical Euler equations become only approximate first integrals. The authors 
also prove a generalization of the fundamental lemma of the calculus of variation 
and they consider the application in electromagnetism. This chapter is an enhanced 
version of a published work. It proves the existence of particular relativistic error 
condition in classical mechanics, potentially significant on experiments of light 
propagation in matters. The work includes a discussion of applications potentially 
correlated with the found particle motion error condition.
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From Einstein Theories to Least Action Principle

INTRODUCTION

The least action principle is widely applicable in any field of physics and is particularly 
fruitful in classical mechanics (Goldstein et al., 2008). It is well known that almost all 
the physical equations can be derived by such a principle, so that a critical analysis 
about this principle is certainly useful.

The aim of this paper is to prove that its standard form implies a generalized 
variational principle by which we can derive generalized Euler equations: these latter 
are more general than the classical Euler equation and include them as a special case.

In stating our results we make use of a generalization of the fundamental lemma 
of the calculus of variations.

An attempt is made to interpret as a relativistic correction the difference between 
the generalized equations and the classical equations. Generally the new equations 
lead to approximate first integrals which become exact only in limiting case of the 
classical equations. The results of this analysis can be extended to classical field 
theory and to Relativistic physics and probably to Quantum mechanics and Quantum 
field theory (Massaro, 2011). Another application of this theory is in electron optics 
and, in particular, in the evaluation of the light velocity in a liquid. The chapter is 
an enhanced version of a work (Massaro & Massaro, 2011), which highlights the 
particular error condition of an analytical solution in classical mechanics theory 
matching with physical phenomena involving light propagation in a liquid. After an 
enhanced background discussion some aspect concerning the performed research 
and the new topics of research about relativistic error will be commented on.

BACKGROUND

Our recently funded project re-analyzed analytic mechanics structure of quantum 
mechanics and relativity space-time (Xinzhong, 2016). The topic is very important 
in order to “trace” accurately the analytical solutions from classical mechanics 
to quantum mechanics. We discuss here a short history of analytical features in 
order to understand different aspects of mathematical solutions of dynamics and 
thermodynamics and light propagation principles. Approximately in 1620 W.R. 
Snell studied the refraction of light (n1sinα=n2sinβ), by providing important aspects 
about ray optics. Successively Pierre de Fermat in 1662 studied deeply the rectilinear 
propagation, the reflection and the refraction of light, thus also defining the basic 
principle that when light pass through the interface of two kinds of medium, whether 
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